
REVELATION CHAPTER 9 

 

Believe it or not, THESE TERRIBLE TRUMPETS OF TRIBULATION AND HORRIBLE MONSTERS 

ARE ALL ON OUR SIDE (that is, if you're a real Christian)! If you're going through the Tribulation, don't worry 

about'em cause they won't bother you, only the wicked. All of these terrible events are not going to be happening to 

you, but only to the wicked, as it says in the ninth Chapter, fourth verse. 

These locusts are commanded that "they should not hurt the grass of the earth (this may show a time lapse between 

the First and Fifth Trump if grass is grown back), neither any green thing, neither any tree; but ONLY THOSE 

MEN WHICH HAVE NOT THE SEAL OF GOD IN THEIR FOREHEADS." ( 9:4 ) 

THE WICKED WILL BE THE ONES WHO ARE GIVING YOU TROUBLE, but God will be giving them so 

much trouble through these plagues, keeping them so busy that they won't be able to give you too much trouble. 

THIS IS SIMILAR TO WHAT HAPPENED TO THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL WHEN THEY WERE IN 

THE LAND OF EGYPT under the dictatorship of their anti-Christ pharaoh. When the ten curses of God fell on 

Egypt, were the Israelites also cursed by the plagues? No, they didn't affect them at all; only the Egyptians were 

cursed. 

Likewise during the Tribulation period, God protects His saints from His plagues upon the wicked! Remember, in 

preparation for this period in the seventh Chapter, God told the angels to "Hurt not the earth ... till we have sealed 

the servants of our God in their foreheads." ( 7:3 ) GOD SEALS HIS SERVANTS AGAINST HIS JUDGMENTS 

WHICH ARE DIRECTED ONLY AGAINST THE WICKED! But some Christians, because of their foolish 

neglect of God and His warnings, will be caught in these judgments; don't let it be you! 

"One woe is past; and behold, there come TWO WOES MORE hereafter. And the SIXTH ANGEL sounded." ( 

9:12,13 ) 

Under this seal the "FOUR ANGELS which are bound in the great river Euphrates" are loosed. These four angels 

"WERE PREPARED FOR AN HOUR, AND A DAY, AND A MONTH, AND A YEAR, FOR TO SLAY THE 

THIRD PART OF MEN." ( 9:14,15 ) This may be how long it will take to kill them, or it may show that they have 

a definite time set by God in which they will appear. 

"And the number of THE ARMY OF THE HORSEMEN WERE TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND 

THOUSAND: and I heard the number ... and thus I saw the horses in the vision, and them that sat on them." ( 

9:16,17 ) 

A thousand thousands equal a million, so two hundred thousand thousand is two hundred million! THE FOUR 

ANGELS OF THE EUPHRATES MUST REPRESENT THE SPIRITUAL FORCES BEHIND THIS ARMY, 

the greatest army the world has ever seen. Consider the fact that all the forces of the nations involved in World War 

II didn't exceed 75,000,000! 

The number sounds pretty literal, but some of this must certainly be symbolic, as it says these horsemen have 

"breastplates of fire, and of jacinth, and brimstone" and that "THE HEADS OF THE HORSES WERE AS THE 

HEADS OF LIONS; AND OUT OF THEIR MOUTHS ISSUED FIRE AND SMOKE AND BRIMSTONE" 

WHICH KILLED THE THIRD PART OF MEN." ( 9:17,18 ) 

Warfare using explosives didn't come into use until the 14th century and John surely knew nothing about it. But the 

picture here seems to certainly symbolise this type of warfare, ESPECIALLY MODERN MECHANIZED 

WARFARE WHEN THE RIDERS' "MOUNTS," SUCH AS TANKS, PLANES, etc., shoot out of their 

"mouths fire and smoke and brimstone." ( 9:18 ) Another thought is that this tremendous army could represent the 

SPIRITUAL legions of Satan, setting out to slay a third of mankind with full demon possession, thus condemning 

them to spiritual death. It says "the Devil, as a roaring LION, walketh about seeking whom he may DEVOUR." ( 

1Pet.5:8 ) And he devours people with his lies which are like fire--"fiery darts," Paul called them. ( Ep.6:16 ) But 

either way, war or demons, it's going to be hell! 

Remember, THESE PLAGUES ARE GOING TO BE DIRECTED AGAINST THE WICKED--those who hate 

Jesus and persecute His Children. And we know they're wicked because of the last two verses of Chapter nine. "And 

the rest of the men which were not killed by these plagues yet repented not of the works of their hands, that they 

should not worship devils, and idols. ... Neither repented they of their murders, nor of their sorceries, nor of their 

fornication, nor of their thefts." ( 9:20,21 ) 

Because so many people confuse these Trumpets of Tribulation with the Vials of God's Wrath in Rev.16, we would 

like to now compare these two periods. Just to state it briefly, how would you compare them? First of all, I'd say the 

main difference is that in the Wrath of God you find that ALL the seas turn to blood, ALL the rivers and fountains 

of waters are turned to blood, ALL the sun is darkened, ALL life in the sea died, and so on. EVERYTHING 

SEEMS TO BE TOTAL DESTRUCTION WHEN THE SEVEN VIALS OF GOD'S WRATH ARE POURED 

OUT. 



But here UNDER THE TRIBULATION TRUMPETS THERE IS ONLY A PARTIAL DEATH, and a partial 

cursing, and a partial woe: a third part of the trees burnt, a third part of the seas become blood, etc. THE WRATH 

OF GOD IS MUCH MORE SEVERE IN FALLING UPON THE WICKED WHO ARE LEFT BEHIND 
when the Church is taken away at the Coming of Christ at the end of the Great Tribulation. 

It can't be proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that these Trumpet judgments signal the beginning of the final 3-1/2 

years before the Coming of Christ. JESUS HIMSELF SAID THE LAST 3-1/2 YEARS WOULD BEGIN 

WHEN THE ANTICHRIST BROKE THE SEVEN YEAR RELIGIOUS COVENANT by placing his own 

image in the soon-to-be-built Jewish Temple in Jerusalem and substituting it for the worship of God. Daniel the 

Prophet said this would occur in the very midst of the Seven-Year Covenant, or after 3-1/2 years, leaving 3-1/2 to 

go. 

MAYBE THE UNPARALLELED WORLDWIDE PERSECUTION OF HIS CHILDREN THAT BEGINS 

DURING THE LAST 3-1/2 YEARS IS THE REASON GOD LETS THESE TRUMPETS SOUND AT THAT 

TIME and lets these horrible judgments fall. 

One other possibility is that some of these Trumpets may occur before the signing of the seven year religious 

covenant. THEY MAY BE WHAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR BRINGING ABOUT THE GREAT 

CONFUSION or the fall of the present world order that leads up to the rise of the Anti-Christ and the signing of the 

Seven-Year Covenant or peace pact. 

One thing for certain, THEY OCCUR BEFORE THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST WHICH HAPPENS 

AT THE SEVENTH OR LAST TRUMP! And they have not happened yet--as of 2020. And they will be blown 

soon because we are definitely living near the time of Christ's Coming. All the signs point to it. Get ready--the first 

Trumpet may sound TOMORROW! 

 


